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ABSTRACT 
The main goal of medical legal death investigators is to determine the time 
and cause of death. This becomes more difficult when presented with a victim 
that has been mutilated, dismembered, and scattered across multiple crime 
scenes. Perpetrators will dismember their victims for many reasons including 
concealing the identity of the victim, disposing of the body, and retaining body 
parts as reminders of the crime. The way the crime scene appears, how the 
victim is dismembered, and the parts of the body that remain are crucial in 
determining the cause of death, the identity of the victim and the perpetrator. 
There are four different categories of dismemberment which all have implications 
about the perpetrator including their identity, mental state during the commission 
of the crime, and motive. The history of dismemberment was studied and found 
to have significance in modern day crimes. Tool mark identification was also 
researched to determine weapons used during the crime and to give clues as to 
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how the victims were dismembered. Crimes of this nature have not been studied 
to determine trends or statistics that would aid in solving them. The majority of 
the dismemberment crimes studied involved male perpetrators (76% ). When 
broken down into age brackets, a similar distribution was found amongst men 
and women. The category of dismemberment that occurred in 69% of the cases 
was defensive mutilation, which is the result of a perpetrator attempting to hinder 
the victim's identity. With the combination of case studies and forensic 
psychology research, an approach was validated to be used by medical legal 
death investigators in cases involving dismemberment. 
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I. Introduction 
Finding fragmented remains at a crime scene can pose numerous 
problems. Identification of the victim can be compromised, the cause of death is 
difficult to determine, and identifying the perpetrator is even more complex. For 
example, a case studied by Delabarde and Ludes was complicated because not 
only was the victim dismembered and buried; the parts were then thrown into a 
river (1 ). The purpose of this thesis is to analyze case studies of victims who 
were dismembered postmortem. The same characteristics were studied in each 
case and the data was analyzed. These characteristics include how the victim 
was dismembered, the age of the victim and suspect, the relationship between 
the victim and suspect, the motive behind the dismemberment, the weapon used, 
the cause of death, the classification of dismemberment, the disposal of the 
remains, and other information that was available pertaining to the victim or 
suspect. The classification of dismemberment refers to the four categories of 
mutilation which include defensive, aggressive, offensive, and necromantic 
mutilation. Using the combined information from historical archeological 
practices, crimes scenes involving dismembered remains, and environmental 
taphonomy, an approach was validated to be used by medical legal death 
investigators. 
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I. History 
Dismemberment of human remains has dated back as late as 3000 BC. It 
began with dismembering warfare victims and preserving body parts to keep as 
trophies. This was a common warfare practice for indigenous groups especially 
in pre-Columbian North America. If after dismemberment, the body parts were 
retained, it was known as trophy taking Trophy taking was a representation of 
success and dismemberment served as a visual indication of defeat and 
intimidation to be witnessed by survivors. Heads were believed to be the main 
body part that was taken as a trophy until 1998 at a San Jose, California site 
when archeologists discovered individuals that were missing forearms and 
exhibited cut marks on their humerus. These remains dated back to 500-200 BC. 
In a study performed in central California of prehistoric remains that had been 
dismembered, males were more than three times more likely to suffer from 
trophy taking then females were. In the non-trophy taking group, men and 
women were equally represented. Young adults comprised 50% of the trophy 
victims and only 17% of the non-trophy victims. The trophy victims also exhibited 
more blunt and sharp-force injuries then compared to the non-trophy group (2). 
The authors of this study hypothesize that the reason for the actions of 
trophy-taking and dismemberment were due to the cultural change taking part in 
that time period. The emergence of a hierarchical social structure was taking 
place. Trophy taking functioned to increase status by providing tangible evidence 
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of bravery in the battlefield. The person who possessed the most trophies from 
the battlefield was given the honor of chief. When migrations from surrounding 
groups began to occur, the trophy taking occurrences increased. The intruding 
population could have disrupted intertribal relations and increased occurrences of 
violent contact (2). Conflicts likely occurred due to poaching, trespassing, 
murder, or even wife-stealing (3). 
The Galls and the Irish decapitated knights that were slain in battle and 
stored their heads because of the thought that they would gain war virtues. When 
decapitated heads were burried in soil at the foot of a tower, it was believed to 
bring bad luck against the enemy. Holofernes, a biblical figure, had his head 
severed by Judith and his head was hung on the walls of Bethany. This caused 
the Assyrian army to retreat (4). 
In the Middle ages, serious crimes in particular, were punished by death 
but with the additional consequence of dismemberment of his corpse. The 
remains were then scattered to the north, east, south, and west directions to set 
an example (5). 
Mutilation of victims, particularly skinning, has dated back to the early BC. 
time period. Dissection of humans was first practiced in Alexandria, Egypt in the 
third century B.C. (6). The Persian king Kambysius ordered a disloyal judge 
named Sisamnes to be skinned alive and used as upholstering of an armchair. 
This was to serve as a warning to other judges. Saint Bartholomew, a defender 
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of the Christian creed, was also skinned alive. Another example is from ancient 
Greece when Marsyas was skinned alive after loosing a musical contest to 
Apollo. The goddess Athena skinned the slain giant Pallas and wore his skin as a 
coat. This continued into Medieval Europe where skinning of living individuals 
was often used as torture or a form of postmortem mutilation of executed 
criminals. Native Americans practiced the ritual of scapling, or removing the hairy 
part of the head skin, because this was the symbol of an enemy's defeat or used 
for trophies and decorations. They believed that when a person was scalped, the 
soul of the enemy belonged to the winner and was to serve the souls of his 
relatives as a slave in the next world. Another example of this was from the 
South American Indian tribe, Jibaro, who removed the entire soft tissue coat from 
the head of enemies in order to make the heads smaller while preserving the 
facial features ( 4 ). 
Another study performed by Haverkort and Lubell (7), involved studying 
the skeletal remains of five adults, one sub adult and one infant found during a 
1930 excavation in Algeria. Cut marks on human bones have been associated 
with decapitation, dismemberment, ritual sacrifices, violent death and secondary 
burial. Confusion can occur when remains are found decapitated because it can 
either be associated with a violent death or a case of secondary burial. 
Preparations for secondary burial involve defleshing and extensive cleaning of 
bones which is simialr to the bones of butchered animals. Certain butchering 
techniques and fracturing for marrow extraction have been evidence for 
cannibalism. The spatial distribution of the remains and the nature of the burial 
will give clues as to the reason for dismemberment (7). 
The human remains in the study performed by Haverkort and Lubell (7) 
were found in separate locations within different levels. This is proof that the 
events took place at different times rather than a single event. Because the 
remains were found at the same location, it suggests that there was an 
association of distinct groups with this site. It shows the continuity in cultural 
practices between time periods (7). 
II. Methods 
To examine characteristics of a crime scene, case studies were collected 
using online journals including the Journal of Forensic Science, forensic 
medicine, legal medicine, and pathology journals. Newspaper articles written 
on dismemberment cases were also used. 
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In order to find information on different approaches for crime scenes that 
dealt with human remains, I mainly used the following search terms, 
dismemberment, decapitation, knife and tool marks, and criminal mutilation. 
Similar types of information that was provided in each case study became the 
headings for Table 3. Using the information provided in this table, flow charts 
were created to develop an approach for medical legal death investigators to 
use for cases involving dismembered remains. 
a. Primary and Secondary burial 
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Primary and secondary burials have been distinguished as the two main 
types of burials .. Primary burials are the temporary or final severance of all 
physical contact with the deceased. Secondary burials imply that there was 
subsequent use of the remains. This is sometimes due to a ceremony in which 
the living alter the spiritual condition of the deceased (34 ). Some examples of 
secondary burials are when there is a transfer due to moving a body from an old 
tomb into a newly constructed one, transfer into a family tomb, and temporary 
exhumation with reburial in the same tomb. The most apparent purpose is to 
honor departed ancestors by regrouping them in the same tomb and rewrapping 
their bodies with new sheets to ensure their remains are not dispersed. Proper 
care of ancestors was thought to ensure health and fertility (8). Sometimes crime 
scenes, both primary and/or secondary are disturbed or altered to protect the 
perpetrator rather than the victim. 
b. Crime Scene staging 
Crime scene staging occurs within the criminal justice field and has been 
documented since biblical times. In staged scenes, the perpetrator manipulates 
the scene in an attempt to mislead or confuse investigators. One challenge to 
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investigators is determining the motive for the original act that necessitated the 
staging, and then the staging itself (9). According to Douglas et. al. (1 0), "There 
are two reasons why someone employs staging: to redirect the investigation 
away from the most logical suspect or to protect the victim or victim's family". 
Unusual behavior by the perpetrator, beyond what is necessary to commit the 
crime, is called personation. Intimate meaning is invested into the crime scene by 
way of body positioning, mutilation, items removed or left behind, and other 
symbolic gestures involving the crime scene. When a perpetrator continues to 
repeat this ritualistic behavior, it is then classified as a signature. Usually, when 
there is a close association between the offender and the victim, undoing occurs. 
This is when the perpetrator shows remorse for the murder and tries to 
emotionally undo the murder by washing up, cleaning the body, covering the 
victims face, or completely covering the body. When a crime is staged, the 
perpetrator almost always has some sort of association or relationship with the 
victim. The investigator must determine if the crime scene is truly disorganized or 
whether the offender staged it. Perpetrators who stage scenes often make 
mistakes because they stage it to look the way he or she thinks a crime scene 
should look. Inconsistencies start to appear at the crime scene and these 
contradictions are often referred to as red flags (1 0). 
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c. Secondary scenes 
Overlooking secondary crime scenes is a standard problem the 
responding officers encounter. Areas of approach or departure are overlooked 
because most officers are drawn to the focal point of the crime scene. Secondary 
scenes can include areas where perpetrators stage crime scenes, locations 
where they loaded goods before the crime, or areas where items were left as 
they fled the scene. These areas are identified when officers consider the natural 
actions necessary to accomplish the crime. If the secondary scene is examined 
after the primary scene is completed, it is likely that the secondary scene will no 
longer exist. The secondary scene usually surrounds the periphery of the primary 
scene, therefore officers should consider the secondary scene during their initial 
scene assessment. When the primary focal points, natural entry and exit points, 
and secondary crime scenes are identified, the responding officer must secure 
the area. It is better to secure an area larger than the initial area of interest. 
Natural boundaries such as hedges or rivers cannot be assumed to be a barrier. 
Not all natural boundaries will prevent perpetrators from entering or exiting 
through them (11 ). This is why it is important to identify secondary scenes when 
the crime involves dismemberment of the victim because there might not be one 
central location where the body parts are found. 
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d. Classification of Dismemberment 
The definition of mutilation according to the Dorland's Illustrated Medical 
Dictionary is "the act of depriving an individual of a limb, member, or other 
important part of the body; or deprival of an organ; or severe disfigurement" (12). 
There are four categories of mutilation beginning with Type I. Type I is known as 
defensive mutilation where the perpetrator dismembers their victim in order to get 
rid of the body and/or make it harder to identify the victim. This type of mutilation 
is also denoted as dismemberment. Type II is aggressive mutilation where the 
killing is due to a state of outrage that is followed by mutilation. More likely than 
not, the face and genital organs are mutilated postmortem. Type Ill is offensive 
mutilation where the perpetrator has a sexual sadistic need to carry out sexual 
acts while inflicting pain or injury to the victim. This can occur while the person is 
still alive or strictly postmortem. Type IV is necromantic mutilation where the act 
is carried out on a dead body with the purpose of using some body part as a 
trophy, symbol or fetish (13). 
e. Mutilation of Victims 
The influences on human remains cover a wide range of areas. The first is 
taphonomy which is the study of the laws of burial and fossilization. The most 
understood aspects of taphonomy are digestion, transport, weathering, soil 
corrosion, trampling, burning and changes in composition. Each of these 
occurrences leave bone surfaces fragmented and altered. These modifications 
can occur pre and/or postmortem (14). 
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When discussing disaster taphonomy, primary and secondary factors are 
two areas that impact the human body. Primary factors result directly from the 
disaster and can be, in some cases, the cause of death . The secondary factors 
are those that affect the body postmortem. To provide an example, taphonomic 
changes can results from the blast, the crushing effects of the collapsing 
structure, and/or burning from the fire in an explosion. In some cases, primary 
and secondary effects may not be distinguishable. The following table gives 
examples of primary and secondary factors that affect human preservation (15). 
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Table 1: Primary and Secondary Factors affecting Human Preservation 
Primary Secondary 
Explosion fragmentation Burning 
G-force impact fragmentation Temperature and humidity effects 
Burning Water effects (warm, cold, salt fresh) 
Crushing (structure collapse) Decomposition effects 
Dismemberment Crushing (ex. Building collapse) 
:·, Carnivore/rodent actions 
. •' 
' ... 
'. 
.. Free-fall injuries 
-~· .. 
. . 
1: ' Ground impact injuries 
<. 
A forensic anthropologist has to understand the forces that result in 
disasters and how they influence taphonomy, how they affect the search, 
recovery, analysis, and identification of victims. A disaster involving the 
combination of high speed and flammable objects such as an aircraft accident, 
the human remains will be burned and highly fragmented . Since the 
fragmentation would have occurred before burning, the remains will be 
unassociated. On the other hand, if it were a house fire, the remains might be 
extremely burned but they usually will not be unassociated (15). 
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Dispersal of a victim at a crime scene can be a result of homicidal actions 
but could also be due to animal activity. If the remains are left exposed for an 
extended period of time, there is a high likelihood that skeletal remains can be 
dispersed over a wide area. A grid is established over the primary location but 
the size is dependent on the amount of surface scatter. Sometimes archeologists 
use a skeletal diagram and mark each bone off the diagram once it has been 
located (11 ). 
Rodents are known to gnaw on skeletal remains to supplement calcium in 
their diets or to prevent excessive growth of their incisors. These marks are 
shown by parallel striations that measure the width of the incisors of a particular 
animal (14). Burrowing animals that disturb soil levels can burry bones up to 
30cm deep (11 ). 
Bones can be trampled on if left on the ground surface. This would result 
in breakage and burial of the bones in the ground. If the bones were left on a 
rough surface such as sand or gravel, shallow scratches on the bones will be 
observed . These can be distinguished from those marks produced by stone 
tools. Trampling can also cause the bone fragments and pieces to disburse 
depending on how much foot traffic occurred (14). 
Buried bones will be protected more from surface weathering then bones 
remaining on the surface. Weathered bones will show abrasion more rapidly than 
unweathered bones. Fossilized bones will move faster in water then weathered 
bones and the water action will produce smooth polished surfaces 
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Dismemberment of victims can also occur from air crashes. Usually 
charred and dismembered bodies are all a pathologist has at their disposal to 
identify victims. Most identifications result from fingerprints, dental records, ante-
and postmortem X-rays and sometimes DNA (16). These types of accidents 
involve forces such as fire, free fall, impact, and environmental effects. Impact g-
forces cause fragmentation so the greater the g-force at impact, the greater the 
degree of fragmentation. Usually after an aircraft crash, a fire erupts. When 
burning and fragmentation are combined, the degree to which the preservation of 
body parts and bones decreases. Other factors that alter decomposition are 
water and freezing temperatures. How remains are fragmented during a crash 
have some consistencies from case to case. Large joints, such as the hip, knee, 
and ankle, are usually recovered because of the numerous ligaments that hold 
these joints together. The cranium, on the other hand, will fragment severely on 
impact due to the actions of the brain within the cranial cavity. If the total weight 
of recovered remains is compared to the total weight of passengers before the 
crash, the degree of fragmentation and tissue destruction can be estimated. 
When the aircraft crashes are at a slow impact, such as a controlled flight into 
terrain or a ditch, the preservation of victims is greater and more intact bodies will 
be recovered (15). 
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Explosions can create direct and indirect forces that cause fragmentation 
of the body. A person that is impacted by a direct explosive force, such as a 
landmine, is fragmented into large pieces. After an initial explosion, indirect 
explosive forces impact the body such as when a body is crushed in a building 
collapse that was caused by an explosion (15). The injuries due to explosions 
can be divided into six categories. These include disruption, explosive injury, 
injury by separate fragments, injury by falling masonry, burns, and blasts. When 
the body is in close contact with the explosive, complete disruption occurs. 
Therefore when the location of the body moves away from the explosion, there is 
a decrease in the amount of trauma (17). 
Body fragments that result from an explosion can differ from those 
resulting from a high speed crash. Bomb construction, device detonation, and 
flying debris from the explosion will affect the fragmentation of bodies in a 
bombing . The forces from the explosion may not be applied in equal strength to 
the entire body. As stated earlier, severe fragmentation is present when the 
victim is near the detonation site. The farther a person is from the detonation site , 
the larger the body parts, which include feet, lower legs, intact arms, and a head, 
that can be recovered (15). 
Flash floods and hurricane storm surges can result in the dismemberment 
of bodies. The initial cause of death is usually drowning but the debris in the flood 
waters can result in trauma and dismemberment of the bodies. Multiple fractures 
of large sections of the body are usually observed (15). In an effort to identify 
victims recovered from the 1976 Big Thompson flood, many bodies showed 
evidence of multiple fractures, loss of extremities, bruises, abrasions, and 
avulsions more than likely the result of impact with stationary objects or floating 
debris (18). 
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Effects on the human body due to mudslides, landslides, and avalanches 
are similar to those seen in flood events. The degree to which the bodies are 
dismembered are a result of the force of the event, the distance traveled, and the 
amount of debris encountered during tra~sport. If there are large amounts of 
mud, earth or snow present, this may act to preserve the bodies (15). 
The effect of sharp force trauma on taphonomy are important to 
pathologists when determining antemortem versus postmortem traits. For 
instance, stab wounds are treated as antemortem and sharp force 
dismemberment and mutilation wounds are treated as postmortem. Medically, 
these two instances are distinguished by the presence of vital reaction in soft 
tissue. Since victims are rarely stabbed postmortem, dismemberment is not 
usually determined as the cause of death (15). 
Anthropologists and medical pathologists differ in their approaches 
because one looks at the material and mechanical properties of bone while the 
other studies the soft tissue's vital reaction. Usually dismemberment cuts indicate 
this was done postmortem. Anthropologists that use a taphonomic approach 
would consider these cuts to be perimortem unless it could be shown that the 
bone was traumatically altered after it decomposed beyond when elastic 
properties disappear (15). 
f. Tool mark Identification 
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Tool marks are the distinctive patterns that are left on surfaces, including 
bones, that can help determine the object used. In cases of dismemberment, a 
saw or knife is usually used for this purpose. There are two types of 
dismemberment that have been identified, localized and generalized. Localized 
dismemberment includes the removal of the victims head or hands in an attempt 
to hinder an identification. Generalized dismemberment occurs at multiple sites 
including the center of limbs, and separation of joints. This is usually done to 
allow for easy disposal of the body. The type of mark that is left on the bone 
depends on the size, shape, width and teeth of the knife/saw used. Also, the 
sawing action of the perpetrator will have an effect on the marks left on the bone 
surface. The slit marks on the walls of the cut are called kerf marks. It is the 
vertical part of the cut which contains numerous furrows and striations. The deep 
furrows are caused by the pull stroke of the cutting object and by counting the 
number of deep furrows, the number of strokes can be estimated. The striations 
are formed by the push stroke because the blade enters slightly lower than the 
previous one. The number of striations is indicative of the number of teeth used 
in that particular stroke (19). 
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According to Kathleen J. Reichs, Ph.D. from the Department of Sociology, 
Anthropology and Social Work at the University of North Carolina Charlotte, saw 
and knife marks in bone will provide information about postmortem body 
treatment. The tool type, the anatomical distribution of cuts, the placement of 
cuts in relation to joints, the cutting sequence, and the directionality of blade 
progress may help to determine patterning in cases of dismemberment and 
mutilation. These patterns may also provide information about the behavioral 
preferences or intent of a perpetrator (20). 
The blade of a knife is usually narrower than that of a saw or an axe. Due 
to the elastic property of fresh cortical bone, a wound will close after the weapon 
is withdrawn. This will produce a cut whose width is less than that of the blade 
making it. This is commonly found with knife blades because the edges of the 
blade converge. An axe blade will create a cut that is wider in cross section then 
made by a knife. Due to its teeth that are set at an angle, a saw blade will leave 
a cut or false start that is wider in cross section than the actual dimension of the 
blade (20). Since knife and axe blades have edges which come to a point, cuts 
produced by these two weapons are V-shaped in cross section and the floor of 
the kerf is pointed. Saw cuts and false starts usually display a square cross 
section (19). 
Axes are normally used with a chopping or stabbing action and knives can 
also be used in this manner. The striations left from these two weapons are 
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perpendicular to the kerf floor. A kerf mark is the slit left by a saw or other cutting 
tools. Saws are used with a continuous reciprocating action and the striations left 
by these weapons are parallel to the kerf floor. The following table summarizes 
the gross characteristics of cut marks in bone (20). 
Table 2: Gross Characteristics of Tool Marks in Bone 
Knife Marks Saw Marks Axe Marks 
Narrow (~ blade Wide (> blade Very Wide 
dimension) dimension) 
V-shape in cross section Square in cross section V-shape in cross section 
Smooth (or microscopic Visible striations Smooth (or microscopic 
striations) striations) 
Striations perpendicular Striations parallel to kerf Striations perpendicular to 
to kerf floor floor kerf floor 
Minimal wastage Moderate wastage Signification 
wastage/fracture/chattering 
Information about the nature of the postmortem mutilation can be provided 
by the analysis of the distribution of cuts within the body. This will sometimes 
suggest intent of the perpetrator. The two general patterns of distribution are the 
cuts that can be found throughout the body and those that are limited to specific 
anatomic sites (20). 
A common pattern of localized dismemberment involves removal and 
separate disposal of the head, the hands or both according to Reichs. This is 
usually indicative of attempting to hide the identity of the victim. In some cases, 
only the limbs are detached. Usually, the motive for dismemberment in these 
cases is associated with the practicalities of body disposal (20). 
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The cases in which cut marks are found distributed throughout the body 
indicate a more extensive postmortem mutilation. The different anatomical sites 
show variation with regard to positioning of the cuts. Two common patterns have 
been recognized where one involves bisecting the limbs and the other involves 
disarticulation at the joints. The most common pattern involves when the limbs 
are severed near the joints. Cut marks tend to be localized above and below the 
elbows and knees. If the feet are removed, they are usually severed above the 
ankles and the hands are separated above the wrists. With joint disarticulation, 
the majority of cuts are located around or within the joints. Limbs and limb 
segments are separated at their points of articulation. This might indicate that the 
perpetrator has knowledge of anatomy or prior experience with butchering (20). 
The sequence of actions used in postmortem dismemberment can be 
determined by two things; the positioning of cuts relative to each other, and the 
positioning of cuts relative to the severed body segments. Superposition is when 
one cut mark is over another and indicates that the underlying mark came first. 
As an example, if a knife and saw are used, and the saw false start kerfs overlie 
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the knife grooves, the knife was used first. This is usually seen when the 
perpetrator uses a knife to cut down through the soft tissue and then uses a saw 
to bisect the bone. When the knife cuts are over the saw marks, this indicates 
that the saw was used first and the knife was used to slash the remaining soft 
tissue holding the bone segments in anatomical position (19). 
The orientation of the cuts relative to the body segments can provide 
information about the sequence as well. Establishing body position and segment 
position at the time of cutting can help, for instance, to determine that the legs 
and arms were severed while the body was on its back and that the other 
segments were cut after removal from the torso. In this case, the lower arms and 
lower legs might show an inconsistent direction of blade progress when 
compared to the upper-limb segments at the points of detachment of the latter 
from the torso. The arms and legs were removed first with the body facing up and 
the subsequent dismemberment would have taken place after detachment from 
the torso. In addition, the lower limb segments could reflect varying limb 
orientations. In contrast, evidence of similar blade progress in all segments could 
suggest removal of the lower segments of each limb prior to detachment of the 
entire limb from the torso (20). 
Blade progress refers to the direction of advancement of the cutting object 
from the initial point of contact to the terminal cut. False starts indicate initiation 
of a cut and breakaway spurs and notches indicate termination of the cut. Two 
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patterns for the lower limbs are common. These include cutting of both legs from 
the same position, and cutting one leg, switching position, then cutting the other. 
Even with all of these facts, determining the position of a body during 
dismemberment can be extremely difficult to establish. A body including the limbs 
and neck can be manipulated which would create complex positional 
relationships between cuts. It can also be difficult to determine when the 
perpetrator uses the tool improperly. For instance, when a saw is used 
backwards, such as a hacksaw, the direction of power stroke is opposite to the 
one used. This would result in a tool mark that looks like a power pull stroke 
instead of the normal power push stroke (20). 
When cases involve dismemberment, all cut surfaces should be retained 
at autopsy. Preservation of the detail made on the bone is important, therefore, 
removal and cleaning should take place before gross and microscopic 
observation takes place (19). 
An experiment by Randall, recreated a crime scene in which a chainsaw 
was used to dismember the victim. They used pig carcasses and dismembered 
one using a freshly killed pig and dismembered the second pig two days 
postmortem. The blood spatter that occurred was different depending on how the 
chainsaw was held. When the saw was held parallel to the floor, there was a trail 
of tissue deposited mostly directly beneath the chainsaw bar and a larger puddle 
of tissue on the floor directly under the discharge chute of the chainsaw. There 
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was very little spatter found on the walls of the test chamber, although the larger 
pieces of bone and soft tissue were found on the walls just like at the 
dismemberment scene. When the chainsaw was used in a more vertical position, 
larger amounts of blood and tissue spatter were seen on the lateral walls. Both 
the dismembered pig carcasses and the victim showed characteristic striations 
across bony surfaces that were consistent with the striations observed on logs 
cut horizontally with a chainsaw. The material underneath the carcass being 
dismembered, whether it be plywood or concrete, showed superficial divots 
where the chainsaw bar came in contact with the floor (21 ). 
It was found that a human body can be easily dismembered with a 
chainsaw, even using the smaller electric-powered models. The striations that 
are present are unique to chainsaws and are considered a valuable clue that a 
chainsaw was used in dismemberment. To preserve the cut surfaces of bones 
found at a crime scene, Randall suggests removing the length of bone that 
includes all cut surface and preserving it separately through formalin fixation or 
freezing. The longer the postmortem interval between death and 
dismemberment, the less blood will be found at the scene. Sometimes the only 
evidence of a chainsaw being used to dismember the victim is the superficial 
divots on the flooring produced by the chainsaw blade as it severs the final bit of 
tissue and comes in contact with the floor (21 ). 
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Perpetrators will use a variety of different tools to dismember their victims. 
A study conducted by Tucker et al determined that they were able to determine 
the type of weapon used by studying the striations left on the cut surfaces of 
bone. These weapons included machetes, axes, and cleavers. Recently, 
scanning electron microscopy (SEM) has been used to identify signature 
characteristics and features on the cut surfaces of bone (22). Topographical 
features are marked by the parallel striations formed by characteristic qualities of 
the blade edge. The SEM has allowed three-dimensional surface images to be 
produced, an increased depth offield, and enhanced topographical features of 
the cut surface of bone. Two cuts were made on each bone with one along the 
perpendicular axis of the bone and one oblique angle cut to the long axis. 
Negative impressions were taken of the cut surfaces of bone and of the 
weapon's edge in order to compare striations on the cut surfaces. All weapons 
except for the axe were able to be identified and compared to the cut surface of 
the bone. Cleavers exhibited fine, thin distinctive striations that were easily 
matched to the topography of the blade. Machetes produce thick striations that 
resemble rolling hills and are highly distinguished from the marks left by cleaver 
blades. Axe induced trauma usually results in breakage of the bone. The 
breakage and shattering is due to the wedge action of the blade. The bone is 
split apart by the thickness of the blade and weight of the axe head. The axe 
blade does not present parallel striations on the bone cut surface. It is the 
absence of these striations and then wedge action of the blade that can be used 
in correlating hacking trauma to an axe. Dents and blade imperfections will 
provide individual characteristics to those blades (22). 
g. Psychology of perpetrators who mutilate and dismember their victims 
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Criminal profiling has been used by law enforcement in several areas in 
order to narrow the field of investigation. Profiling does not provide the specific 
identity of the offender. Criminal profiling focuses on certain behavioral and 
personality characteristics to help indicate the type of person most likely to have 
committed a crime (23). 
There are two different disciplines that have used the technique of profiling 
murderers. One is mental health clinicians who explain personality and actions of 
a criminal through psychiatric concepts, and the other are law enforcement 
agents who use investigative concepts to determine the behavioral patterns of a 
suspect. This idea of criminal profiling had roots in 1960 when results of a three 
year study were published and included 51 murderers who were serving 
sentences in New England. They mostly all committed their crimes when they 
were 23 years old and they all murdered a male stranger during an argument. 
They came from a low social class and did not excel in education or occupation. 
Also, they all experienced physical abuse and psychological frustrations during 
their childhood. A similar study was conducted in 1982 where 31 accused 
murderers were examined during the course of routine referrals for psychiatric 
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examination at a court clinic. The profile listed the offender as a 26 year old male 
who most likely knew his victim looking for monetary gain (23). 
The process for criminal profiling is similar to how clinicians make a 
diagnosis and treatment plan. Data is collected and assessed, the situation is 
reconstructed, hypotheses are formulated, a profile is developed and tested, and 
finally, the results are reported back. A criminal profiler gains expertise from 
years of extensive experience in the field and a large number of cases (23). 
The profiler will produce a hypothetical formulation based on their 
experience. These formulations are concepts that organize and explain the 
information that influences the profile hypothesis. The formulations are based on 
groups of information that emerge from the crime scene data and from the 
investigator's experience in understanding criminal actions (23). This is why it 
would be useful to have census data on crime scenes involving dismembered 
remains. The more these types of crimes are studied, the more information 
criminal profilers will have to form their opinions on the perpetrator. 
A basic principal of criminal profiling is the way a person thinks, or his 
pattern of thinking. When the profiler analyzes a crime scene, they can determine 
motive and the type of person who committed the crime based on certain factors 
that might be present at the scene (24 ). 
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The Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) has a Behavioral Science Unit 
now part of the National Center for the Analysis of Violent Crime (NCAVC). They 
have been generating profiles since the 1970s. Their criminal profile generating 
process has five main stages With a sixth stage or goal being the apprehension 
of a suspect (23). 
The first step is the profiling input stage. Comprehensive case materials 
are necessary for accurate profiling. The required information usually includes a 
synopsis of the crime, a description of the crime scene, weather conditions, and 
the political and social environment indigenous to that area. The complete 
background information needs to be obtained on the victim. The data should 
include domestic setting, employment, reputation, habits, fears, physical 
condition, personality, criminal history, family relationships, hobbies, and social 
conduct (23). 
Autopsy reports with toxicology/serology results, autopsy photographs and 
photographs of the cleansed wounds are necessary. The report should contain 
the medical examiner's findings and impressions regarding the time of death, 
cause of death, type of weapon, and suspected sequence of the wound pattern. 
Aerial photographs and color pictures of the crime scene are also helpful. Crime 
scene sketches showing distances, directions, and scale can also aid in the 
profile. The data of these photographs can show level of risk to the victim, the 
degree of control exhibited by the offender's emotional state, and his criminal 
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sophistication. The only type of information the profiler does not want is that 
dealing with possible suspects. This could prejudice the profiler and cause them 
to prepare a profile matching the suspect (23). 
The second step is the Decision Process Model Stage. This is where all of 
the inputs are arranged into meaningful patterns. There are several decision 
points that organize the information from Stage 1 to form the decisional structure 
for profiling . The first decision point is homicide type and style (23). 
Another decision point is the primary intent of the murder. In some cases, 
murder is not the killer's primary intent. The murderer's primary intent could be 
criminal enterprise, emotional, selfish, cause specific, or sexual. They could be 
acting on their own or as part of a group. When criminal enterprise is the killer's 
primary intent, his livelihood could be the business of his crimes . The primary 
motive might be money and he has no personal hatred toward the victim. 
Criminal enterprise killings usually include contract murders, gang murders, 
competition murders, and political murders (23). 
When a murderer kills in self-defense or compassion, the primary intent 
involves emotional, selfish, or cause-specific reasons. One type of intent includes 
murderers who have sexual motives for their killings. These murderers kill as a 
result of or to engage in sexual activity, dismemberment, mutilation, evisceration, 
or other activities that have sexual meaning only for the offender (23). 
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An additional decision point combines two components, time and location 
factors. Time factors that need to be considered are the length of time required to 
1, kill the victim, 2, commit additional acts with the body, and 3, to dispose of the 
body. The time of day or night that the crime was committed is equally important. 
This may provide information on the lifestyle and occupation of the perpetrator. 
Also, as mentioned above, the time factor determination will contribute to the 
offender risk factor (23). 
The third stage is the crime assessment. This involves reconstructing the 
sequence of events and the behavior of both the offender and victim. The 
following points are used in the assessment of the crime; the classification of the 
crime, its organized/disorganized aspects, the offender's selection of a victim, 
strategies used to control the victim, the sequence of crime, the staging of the 
crime, the offender's motivation for the crime, and the crime scene dynamics. 
The classification of the crime is determined by the process mentioned 
previously. The classification of "organized" and "disorganized" includes factors 
such as victim selection, strategies to control the victim, and sequence of the 
crime. Aspects of an organized murderer is one who appears to plan their 
murders, target his victims, display control at the crime scene, and act out a 
violent fantasy against the victim. This could include sex, dismemberment, and/or 
torture. On the other hand, a disorganized murderer is less likely to plan his 
crime in detail, he will obtain his victims by chance, and he acts haphazardly 
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during the crime. The next step is to determine if a crime scene is staged. This 
will help direct the profiler to the killer's motivation. Motivation is difficult to 
decipher because it requires dealing with the inner thoughts and behavior of the 
offender. It is easier to determine in the organized offender because they 
premeditate, plan, and has the ability to carry out a plan of action that is logical 
and complete. It is more difficult to decipher the motivation of the disorganized 
offender because his motivations usually derive from mental illnesses and 
distorted thinking. Other factors that must be considered in the assessment of the 
crime scene is drugs, alcohol, panic and stress that result from disruptions during 
the execution of the crime (23). 
The crime scene dynamics are elements common to every crime scene 
which must be interpreted and include the location of the crime scene, the cause 
of death, the method of killing, the positioning of the body, excessive trauma that 
is present, and location of the wounds. The profiler will then study the dynamics 
of the crime scene and interpret them based on their experience with similar 
cases where the outcome is known. According to Douglas et al., the Behavioral 
Science Unit at the FBI Academy have researched and had in depth interviews 
with incarcerated felons who have committed such crimes and this provides a 
vast amount of knowledge of common threads that link crime scene dynamics to 
specific criminal personality patterns (23). 
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The next stage is the criminal profile step where the type of person who 
committed the crime and the individual's behavioral organization are related to 
the crime. After the description is generated, the strategy of investigation can be 
formulated because this requires a basic understanding of how an individual will 
respond to a variety of investigative efforts. Items that are included in a criminal 
profile are background information, physical characteristics, habits, beliefs and 
values, pre-offense behavior leading to the crime, and post-offense behavior. 
The profile can and might include investigative recommendations on how to 
interrogate, interview, identify and apprehend the offender. The profile must fit 
the reconstruction of the crime, the evidence, and with the key decision process 
models. It must make sense in terms of the expected response patterns of the 
offender (23). 
The second to last stage is the investigation stage. After a criminal profile 
is determined, a written report provided to the requesting agency and added to its 
ongoing investigative efforts. The recommendations are applied and suspects 
matching the profile are evaluated. The ultimate goal is to identify and apprehend 
the suspect, and then acquire a confession. If new evidence is generated and 
there is no identification of the suspect, reevaluation of the profile occurs and the 
information and profile is revalidated (23). 
The agreement between the outcome and the various stages in the 
profile-generating process are examined once a suspect is apprehended. When 
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there is a confession of guilt, a detailed interview must be conducted to check the 
profiling process for validity (23). 
The link between childhood sexual abuse and subsequent behavioral 
problems is not a new idea. In 1895, Freud believed that hysterical symptoms of 
his female patients could be traced to early traumatic experiences that related 
the patient's trauma to their sexual life. The trauma would manifest itself when it 
was rediscovered usually after puberty. Freud later changed his belief and stated 
that the sexual seductions his patients reported were not real but were fantasies 
created by the individual. This change in belief systems caused a major shift in 
psychological investigations. What was thought to be the external realistic trauma 
was replaced in importance by juvenile sexual wishes and fantasies. More recent 
psychologists are now proposing that sexual abuse during childhood may have a 
common foundation in a wide range of social problems. These hypotheses are 
drawn from studies that show a prevalence of early child sexual abuse that are 
found in populations of runaways, juvenile delinquents, prostitutes, psychiatric 
patients, substance abusers, and sex offenders. The results of a study performed 
by Ressler et al (23) showed a positive correlation between sexual abuse in 
childhood to the mutilation of murder victims after death. The deliberate cutting 
was usually of the sexual areas of the body (breasts, genitals, and abdomen). Of 
those studied, sexually abused murderers were 67% more likely to mutilate 
victims than those offenders not sexually abused (35). 
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Ill. Discussion 
The following were aspects of the 39 cases of dismemberment that were 
studied; the pattern of dismemberment, the age and gender of the victim and 
suspect, the victim and suspect's relationship, motive, weapon used for 
dismemberment, the cause of death, the disposal method, other information 
about the case, and the classification of dismemberment. 
Out of the thirty-nine cases studied, twenty-eight were classified as 
defensive mutilation (cases 1-8, 11, 12, 14, 16, 17, 19,21-25,27-30, 32-34,37 
and 39). There were five cases classified as aggressive mutilation (cases 9, 10, 
20, 31 and 38). Offensive mutilation accounted for three of the cases studied 
(cases 15, 18 and 36). A combination of defensive and offensive mutilation was 
accounted for in one case (case 13). A combination of necromanic and offensive 
mutilation accounted for one case (case 26). Lastly, there was one case of 
aggressive/defensive mutilation (case 35). The majority of defensive mutilation 
cases involved victims and perpetrators that were related. To reiterate, defensive 
mutilation is when the motive is to get rid of the body and/ or make the 
identification of the victim more difficult ( 13 ). The perpetrator knows they will be 
the primary suspect because of their relationship to the victim; therefore attempts 
are made to conceal the body and hinder identification. In cases of 
dismemberment, it is uncommon for dismemberment crimes to be serial in nature 
(5). There were none in the cases studied in this paper. 
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Using information about the specific case studies and an analysis of crime 
scenes, classification of dismemberment, influences on remains, and tool mark 
identification, flow charts have been constructed (see Figures 1 ,2) to aid in 
investigations involving mutilation and dismemberment. The way bodies are 
dismembered and disposed of are important factors about the behavior of the 
perpetrator. Also, there are class characteristics that are specific to weapons 
most commonly used in dismemberment. The striations left on human bone are 
specific to these weapons. This information would give investigators another 
piece of evidence to search for. 
When investigating a crime involving dismemberment, other influences on 
the remains must be ruled out. There can be taphonomic effects on human 
remains due to animals, bombs/explosions, plane crashes, and massive 
collisions. A forensic anthropologist and/or a medical examiner would be 
essential in coming to those conclusions. They will be able to distinguish 
archeological and historical remains from recent human remains. These remains 
include ancient man-made objects, structures, or ancient burials that have been 
preserved on the earth's surface, underground or underwater. They can include 
work tools, weapons, domestic utensils, clothing and ornaments. Some of the 
burial and religious structures might include stone figurines, stelae (slabs of 
stone or wood), and sanctuaries. 
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As mentioned earlier, there is a concept of primary and secondary burials. 
Archeological studies have shown that secondary burials occurred when human 
remains were exhumed and reburied in a tomb within close proximity to the 
original tomb. This was done for religious practices and the primary burial site 
was used shortly after death and only considered to be temporary. The 
secondary burial site was considered the permanent place. This was practiced 
when the deceased did not yet have a tomb in which to be buried. Eventually the 
deceased were placed in primary burial sights because a newer, more elaborate 
secondary burial site was to be built to create political and social identities for the 
deceased (8). For present day investigational purposes, the study of the human 
remains themselves rather than the burial sites would be more useful to 
investigators. Remains from burials that have been disturbed or moved all 
together might show different locations where the flesh has been allowed to 
decay. There would be multiple sections instead of just one if the body parts had 
been moved and different areas would be exposed. The investigator should be 
interested in the soil examination because it can help to determine if the remains 
had been moved to a place where the soil composition differed from the primary 
burial site. 
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Figure 1: Patterns of Dismemberment 
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Figure 2: Approach to Crime Scenes Involving Fragmented Remains 
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Figure 2: Continued 
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Figure 2: Continued 
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Table 3: Case Studies 
c 
Ref. a Pattern of Age of Victim/ 
# s Dismember- Victim/ Suspect Motive 
e ment Suspect Relationship 
# 
both hands mutilation 
amputated, to (1) 1 32F/33M not recorded eliminate 
external genitals biological 
excised 
stains 
mother 
(2) 2 decapitated, both 57F/33F victim was criticized hands, right arm mother her 
decapitated, 
mistreat trunk separated victim was 
ment (3) 3 from all limbs, 27M/22F perpetrator's from 
upper and lower husband husband legs separated 
(3) 4 decapitated ?M/? not recorded not recorded 
- --- ---
Weapon 
Used for 
Dismember- COD Other 
ment 
sexual 
inter-
course 
Strangula- post kitchen knife mortem, tion perpetra 
-tor 
unem-
played 
suspect 
was 
schizo-
knife 71 stab phrenic 
wounds 
and 
unem-
played 
stab knife 
wounds n/a 
saw/knives stab n/a 
wounds 
-
Disposal 
hands and 
genitals in 
bag buried 
outside 
head, 
hands, arm 
in box near 
victim 
jute sacks 
into ocean 
body found 
at beach, 
head not 
found 
Classifica 
-tion 
defensive 
mutilation 
defensive 
mutilation 
defensive 
mutilation 
defensive 
mutilation 
.J::o. 
0 
Table 3: Continued 
c 
a Pattern of Age of Victim/ Weapon Ref. s Dismember- Victim/ Suspect Motive Used for COD Other Disposal Classifica-# e 
ment Suspect Relationship Dismember tion 
-ment 
# 
victim 51arge 
trusted plastic 
fat sections, large sum kitchen 
stab bags in defensive (3) 5 skin sections, 31M/? friend of money knives, saw, 
wounds n/a bathroom mutilation head, that axe contain in 
suspect g body 
lost parts 
suspect 
Numer- was parts 
naked 
ous during were 
murdered blows to burned 
dismembered victim was to conceal the crime, and defensive (4) 6 
entire body 68M/51M perpetrator's embezzle not recorded head had ashes mutilation 
client schizoid 
ment with personal- flushed thick down 
stick ity toilet disorder/ 
dementia 
~ 
........ 
Table 3: Continued 
c 
Ref. a Pattern of Age of Victim/ 
# s Dismember- Victim/ Suspect Motive 
e ment Suspect Relationship 
# 
sexual 
dismembered sadomasoc (4) 7 entire body 37F/32M strangers histic 
activity 
victim and victim owed 
56M/ perpetrator perpetrator (4) 8 decapitation 28M were drinking large 
friends amount of 
money 
ears cut off left 22M/ drinking and unpaid (4) 9 arm almost 33M drug friends debts 
amputated 
cut into 100 
(4) 10 pieces, nose, 33M/? not recorded political 
upper lip and 
left ear cut off 
Weapon 
Used for 
Dismember- COD 
ment 
manual 
not recorded strangula 
-tion 
blows on 
head w/ 
bottle, 
not recorded 
manual 
strangula 
-tion 
blows to 
axe head with 
axe 
sharp 
not recorded and blunt force 
injuries 
Other 
2nd male 
physician 
assisted 
w/ 
transport 
of body 
parts 
Perpetra-
tor had 
personal-
ity 
disorder, 
drug 
addict 
perpetrat 
or a drug 
addict 
victim 
refugee 
from 
Middle 
East 
Disposal 
not 
recorded 
head taken 
to post 
office to 
frighten 
employees 
not 
recorded 
not 
recorded 
Classifica 
-tion 
defensive 
mutilation 
defensive 
mutilation 
aggressive 
mutilation 
aggressive 
mutilation 
~ 
1\.) 
Table 3: Continued 
c 
Ref. a Pattern of Age of Victim/ 
# s Dismember- Victim/ Suspect Motive 
e ment Suspect Relationship 
# 
tenant in 
argument 
(5) 11 cut into 19F/?F stranger with pieces perpetra-
tor 
landlord 
killed girl 
because 
stranger/ she 
(5) 12 cut into 14F/48M consensual claimed pieces 
sex partner to have a 
venereal 
disease 
victim was 
(5) 13 cut into 72F/50F perpetrator's mentally pieces 
mother disturbed 
Weapon 
Used for 
Dismember COD Other 
-ment 
Blunt 
force 
not recorded trauma to n/a the head 
with a 
stick 
not recorded Strangula n/a 
-tion 
stab 
wounds perpetrator 
not recorded on face is schizo-
neck and phrenic left 
forearm 
Disposal 
lncarcera-
ted in 
stove 
placed 
head in 
stove and 
boiled 
remaining 
fragments 
not 
recorded 
Classifica-
tion 
defensive 
mutilation 
defensive 
mutilation 
defensive/off 
ensive 
mutilation 
~ 
c..v 
Table 3: Continued 
c 
Ref. a Pattern of Age of Victim/ 
Weapon 
Used for 
# s Dismember- Victim/ Suspect Motive 
e ment Suspect Relationship Dismember-
# ment 
dismembered stranger/conse not (5) 14 
entire body 40F/30M nsualsex knife partner recorded 
amputated 
penis, mouth 
(5) 15 slashed, the 13M/?M stranger not not recorded 
recorded 
rest 
dismembered 
upper 
(5) 16 extremities 12F/? not recorded not scalpel 
dismembered recorded 
COD Other 
perpetrator 
was a 
crane 
operator; 
Strang- suffered from 
ulation personality 
disorders; 
history of 
alcohol 
abuse 
perpetrator 
suffered ? from 
psychosis 
Un-
known n/a 
Disposal 
disposed 
of 
fragments 
in slag pot 
on 
constructi 
on site 
victim 
packed in 
sacks at 
the 
neighbor's 
house 
fragments 
found in 
different 
water 
basins in 
river 
Classifica-
tion 
defensive 
mutilation 
offensive 
mutilation 
defensive 
mutilation 
+;:.. 
+;:.. 
Table 3: Continued 
c Victim/ Weapon 
Ref. a Pattern of Age of Suspect Used for 
# s Dismember- Victim/ Relations hi Motive Dismember 
e ment Suspect 
-ment # p 
father 
victim was thought 
(5) 17 dismembered 17M/ perpetrator's son and not recorded 
entire body 48M wife were 
son plotting 
to kill him 
shaved scalp of 
victim was 
(5) 18 the body and the 40F/48M perpetrator's not not recorded face, recorded 
decapitation wife 
COD Other 
head perpetrator 
injuries suffered 
inflicted from 
by a hallucinatory 
metal -delusional 
cylinder syndrome 
and a w/ alcohol 
hammer abuse 
head perpetrator 
injuries suffered 
inflicted from 
by a hallucinatory 
metal -delusional 
cylinder syndrome 
and a w/ alcohol 
hammer abuse 
Disposal 
dropped 
some 
fragments 
into the 
river and 
kept some 
in a 
wardrobe 
concealed 
body in a 
wardrobe 
Classifica 
-tion 
defensive 
mutilation 
offensive 
mutilation 
.J::>. 
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Table 3: Continued 
c Weapon 
Ref. a Pattern of Age of Victim/ Used for 
# s Dismember- Victim/ Suspect Motive Dismember COD 
e ment Suspect Relationship 
-ment # 
dismembered 
the entire body; victim was Result of blunt (5) 19 
cut up soft 43F/48M perpetrator's quarrel not recorded force 
fragments wife trauma 
victim was 
not Decapita-(5) 20 decapitation 4F/30F perpetrator's recorded axe tion from daughter the back 
'--
_L___ 
Other 
perpetrator 
an 
unskilled 
laborer with 
low 
intelligence 
w/ a history 
of alcohol 
abuse 
perpetrator 
suffered 
from 
transient 
psychosis; 
attempted 
suicide 
Disposal 
flushed soft 
body 
fragments 
including 
skin, 
subcutaneo 
us tissue, 
muscles, 
fatty tissue 
and 
internal 
organs 
down the 
toilet; hid 
bones in 
unidentified 
location 
set house 
on fire to 
destroy 
bodies 
Classifica-
tion 
defensive 
mutilation 
aggressive 
mutilation 
~ 
0) 
Table 3: Continued 
c Weapon 
Ref. a Pattern of Age of Victim/ Used for 
# s Dismember- Victim/ Suspect Motive Dismember 
e ment Suspect Relationship 
-ment # 
victim was dismembered 41M/ drunken (5) 21 the entire body 64M perpetrator's brawl not recorded partner 
victim was 
(5) 22 dismembered 65M/ perpetrator's not not recorded the entire body 26M recorded father 
dismembered 44M/ not (5) 23 the entire body 60M strangers recorded not recorded 
'----· -
COD Other 
head 
injuries perpetrator 
with a 
hammer suffered from 
and 
chronic puncture 
alcohol 
wounds 
abuse 
on the 
chest 
perpetrator 
is a farmer; 
suffered 
blunt from acute 
force schizo-
trauma phrenia-like 
to head syndrome; 
underlying 
congenital 
brain defect 
prior to 
disposing of 
stab all of the body parts, 
wound to perpetrator 
chest died of 
heart 
disease 
Disposal 
scattered 
fragments 
in the 
fields but 
left 
internal 
organs in 
a bucket 
at home 
attempted 
to burn 
fragments 
in oven 
fragments 
disposed 
of in river 
Classifica-
tion 
defensive 
mutilation 
defensive 
mutilation 
defensive 
mutilation 
.J::o.. 
........ 
Table 3: Continued 
c 
Ref. a Pattern of Age of Victim/ 
# s Dismember- Victim/ Suspect Motive 
e ment Suspect Relationship 
# 
dismembered 
entire body at victim was result of 
(5) 24 joints, bones 60F/63M perpetrator's domestic 
were not wife quarrel 
severed 
murdered 
because 
of wife's 
disease; 
she 
dismembered victim was suffered (5) 25 
entire body 42F/45M perpetrator's from 
wife delusional 
schizo-
phrenia 
and 
provoked 
quarrels 
Weapon 
Used for 
Dismember- COD Other 
ment 
perpetrator 
blunt was 
force electrician; 
trauma suffered from 
not recorded to head psychoorganic 
with a syndrome and 
tire iron character-
apathy 
perpetrator 
blunt was an 
force engineer; 
trauma suffered from 
not recorded to head psychoorganic 
with syndrome with 
heavy character-
object apathy and 
dementia 
Disposal 
placed 
parts in 
sacks 
and 
disposed 
of them 
in a ditch 
disposed 
of some 
parts in 
the river 
and 
some 
parts in 
home 
cellar 
Classific 
a-tion 
defensive 
mutilation 
defensive 
mutilation 
' 
' 
~ 
00 
Table 3: Continued 
c 
Ref. a Pattern of Age of Victim/ 
# s Dismember- Victim/ Suspect Motive 
e ment Suspect Relationship 
# 
skin dissected 
free from torso; 
buttocks 
removed 
not (5) 26 complete with 23F/? not recorded recorded 
adipose tissue 
and muscles; 
lower extremity 
removed 
victim was 
perpetrator's 
dismembered 60M/ father and financial (5) 27 entire body 35F + second problems 45F perpetrator's 
husband 
--
Weapon 
Used for 
Dismem- COD 
berment 
numerous 
fractures on 
not upper and 
recorded lower leg bones; COD 
could not be 
determined 
fed victim 
psychotropic 
drugs then 
not suffocated 
recorded the victim by 
securing a 
plastic bag 
around his 
head 
Other Disposal 
parts 
not recorded disposed 
of in river 
both parts 
perpetrator's placed 
suffered into bags 
from and 
personality disposed 
disorders of in pond 
Classifica-
tion 
necromanic 
I offensive 
mutilation 
defensive 
mutilation 
+:. 
c.o 
Table 3: Continued 
c 
Ref. a Pattern of Age of 
Victim/Susp Weapon 
s Dismember- Victim/ ect Motive Used for # Relations hi Dismember-
e ment Suspect 
# p ment 
victim 
refused 
(5) 28 dismembered 12M/ 
to show 
entire body 26M strangers perpetrat not recorded 
or his 
genital 
organs 
victim was 
(5) 29 decapitation; 23F/ domestic 
axe and 
severed legs 22M perpetrator's quarrel portable 
sister grinding tool 
• 
COD Other 
perpetrato 
blunt force ran 
trauma to unskilled 
head with laborer; 
bottle; person-
puncture ality 
wounds to disorders; 
head and history of 
chest with alcohol 
screwdriver and drug 
abuse 
blunt force dug up 
trauma to corpse 
head with and 
heavy removed bag to not 
vase; then leave 
strangled 
victim with finger-
plastic bag prints behind 
Disposal 
placed 
fragments 
in sacks 
but failed to 
bury them 
because he 
drank for 
the 
subsequent 
two days 
placed 
body 
fragments 
in plastic 
bags; 
buried 
them in 
wooden 
area; 
buried 
head in 
another 
town 
Classific 
a-tion 
defensive 
mutilation 
defensive 
mutilation 
CJl 
0 
Table 3: Continued 
c 
Ref. a Pattern of Age of Victim/ 
Weapon 
# s Dismember- Victim/ Suspect Motive 
Used for COD Other Classifica-
e ment Suspect Relationship Dismember-
Disposal tion 
# ment 
boiled 
body 
fragments, 
attempted 
to 
blunt incinerate 
force remains 
trauma perpetrator but 
dismembered victim was Result to head did not instead (5) 30 
entire body 58F/18M perpetrator's of not recorded from suffer from mixed 
defensive 
mother quarrel being any mental them with mutilation 
pushed illness masonry 
into a mortar 
wall and walled 
them in 
under a 
staircase 
in the 
home 
perpetrator 
was a left 
victim was Result blunt farmer; decapitate 
(5) 31 decapitation 69F/71M perpetrator's of axe force history of d body left aggressive 
wife quarrel trauma alcohol near mutilation 
to head abuse; chopping 
committed block 
suicide 
01 
...... 
Table 3: Continued 
c Weapon 
Ref. a Pattern of Age of Victim/ Used for 
# s Dismember- Victim/ Suspect Motive Dismember 
e ment Suspect Relationship 
-ment # 
(5) 32 decapitation 60F/? not recorded not not recorded 
recorded 
Used 
' 
victims 
credit card . , 
dismembered to buy tires (6) 33 ?151M friends not recorded 
entire body and pay for 
.. . 
daughter's 
•. 
college 
' · 
_: _ •. ! tuition ,·. 
· .. . 
. ·. 
decapitation, perpetrator 
dissected the victim was blamed surgical 
(7) 34 skin free; made 48M/ perpetrator's victim for amputation 
a mask with the 26M father ruining his knife 
skin family 
-
COD 
stab 
wound 
to the 
chest 
Blunt 
.. · force 
trauma 
to the 
head 
with a 
stick 
Electro-
cuted 
with a 
stun 
gun; 
stabbed 
in the 
chest 
with a 
screw-
driver 
Other Disposal 
torso 
found in 
a city 
n/a park; head 
found in 
another 
location 
some fragments found in 
container mixed with 
cement behind a 
restaurant; head found 
in a bucket at an auto 
parts shop; the 
remaining fragments 
found behind a middle 
school 
body perpetrator 
suffered hanging in 
from cellar; 
personality disposed 
disorders ofheadin garden 
Classifica 
-tion 
defensive 
mutilation 
defensive 
mutilation 
offensive 
mutilation 
' 
CJ1 
1\.) 
Table 3: Continued 
c Weapon 
Ref. a Pattern of Age of Victim/ Used for 
# s Dismember Victim/ Suspect Motive Dismember 
e -ment Suspect Relationship 
-ment # 
not (8) 35 decapitation 40M/? not recorded 
recorded handsaw 
(8) 36 decapitation 22Ft? not recorded not large kitchen recorded knife 
not (8) 37 decapitation 33F/? not recorded recorded not recorded 
-- -- -
COD 
ligature 
strangu-
lation 
blunt force 
trauma to 
the head; 
blood loss 
due to 
decapita-
tion 
stab 
wounds to 
limbs and 
trachea ; 
signs of 
strange-
lation 
Other Disposal 
blunt head force found in trauma toilet bowl ; 
with 
hammer body 
occurred found in 
post- hotel 
mortem apartment 
head was 
found next 
to body on 
n/a bed in 
apartment; 
arms and 
legs were 
tied up 
body placed in bag 
with brick and thrown 
and left by bank near 
river; head was never 
found 
Classification 
aggressive/ 
defensive 
mutilation 
offensive 
mutilation 
defensive 
mutilation 
(.]1 
w 
Table 3: Continued 
c Weapon 
Ref. a Pattern of Age of Victim/ Used for 
# s Dismember- Victim/ Suspect Motive Dismember 
e ment Suspect Relationship 
-ment 
# 
(8) 38 decapitation 78F/? not recorded not long knife recorded 
·' 
' · 
' victims ·· 
victim and found out 
decapitation; , 17M/ perpetrator that (9) 39 ii'}Vglved in ,,· chainsaw 
· hands severed 51M 
cocaine for .. perpetrator . · 
murdered 
sex scheme his father 
,, 
' .. 
. 
·, ., ,, 
(25), \.!J (26), \-'J (27), \LtJ (13), \OJ (5), \OJ (28), \f J (4 ), \OJ (29), \'<1J (30) 
*Highligtlted_classifir::atigns yvere determin~q by qUthor of thesis 
COD Other 
strangulation; 
abdominal 
n/a 
stab wounds 
present 
victim 
·gunshot was 
· wound to the killed 
head with 
' wife 
; 
Disposal 
head was 
found next 
to body on 
bed in 
apartment 
bodies 
placed in 
plastic 
totes in a 
rented 
ware-
hous~ 
storage 
facility 
Classifica 
-tion 
aggressive 
mutilation 
defensive 
mutilation 
01 
.J::>. 
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I. Conclusion 
Criminal mutilation is a poorly understood phenomenon (31 ). Aside from 
cases of necrophilia, the dismembered victim is always a homicide victim. Cases 
in which victims are subjected to defensive mutilation, most commonly are 
committed by a person close to the victim. For the most part, dismemberment is 
almost always performed at the primary crime scene and is usually in the place 
inhabited by the perpetrator. Homicides that end in dismemberment are not 
commonly planned by the perpetrator and are rarely serial in character (5). 
In the case studies reviewed in this paper, 18 out of the 39 cases (almost 
50%), of perpetrators suffered from mental disorders. The majority of these 
perpetrators also had a history of alcohol abuse and did not receive an education 
beyond high school. Less than half of the perpetrators studied committed suicide. 
An important point is that a perpetrator's background characteristics will affect 
their crime scene behaviors (32). Of the genders listed, 23 perpetrators (76%) 
were male and 7 were female (23% ). The higher percentage of males in these 
cases could be a result of the physical labor required to dismember a victim. The 
age ranges were divided into three categories; 15-30, 31-50, and 51-80 years 
old. Out of the cases studies which provided this information, 32% of males and 
33% of females were between the ages of 15-30, 36% of males and 50% of 
females were between the ages of 31-50, and 32% of males and 17% of females 
were between the ages of 51-80. 86% of female perpetrators exhibited defensive 
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mutilation where 14% of female perpetrators exhibited aggressive mutilation. 
Defensive mutilation accounted for 69% of the crimes studied, and 20% of these 
were committed by women. Aggressive mutilation accounted for 19% of the 
crimes studied and 13% of these were committed by women. Necromanic 
mutilation accounted for 2% of the cases studied and offensive mutilation 
accounted for 10% all committed by men. 
The sparse amount of data that has been collected on cases of mutilation 
and dismemberment include what time of year these crimes occurred . These 
cases seem to be common during the winter and summer months of a particular 
area. Defensive mutilations were most common towards the end of summer in 
August and were mostly performed under the influence of alcohol. 
Dismemberment crimes that involve sexual offenses were most popular in July to 
August in the Northern hemisphere and in December to February in the southern 
hemisphere (33). It is thought that mutilations occur in time clusters because the 
focus on crimes by the media might stimulate potential mutilators. Most of the 
mutilations occur in large towns and might represent a compensatory mechanism 
in a struggle for survival to help them move towards psychological balance (13). 
The majority of the murderers studied in this publication have a criminal history. 
Their crimes include, rape, arson, assault, battery, and cruelty to animals. 
With respect to defensive mutilation, the body parts are usually found 
within the perpetrators comfort zone such as their own home. The murder is 
usually not planned and the perpetrator is left with a dead body that has to be 
disposed of. Suspects who perform this type of mutilation are usually 
disorganized and as mentioned above, have been in psychiatric care with 
histories of alcohol and drug abuse. When there is decapitation involved, it is 
usually to prevent identification (13). 
As with defensive mutilations, perpetrators who engage in aggressive 
mutilations were either relatives or friends of the victims. These crimes were 
brutal and the motive is usually jealousy and revenge. In this type of mutilation 
where decapitation occurs, it is usually to depersonalize the victim (13). 
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Organized murderers usually commit the offensive mutilation crimes. The 
mutilation often occurs in a place that is appropriate for such an act where the 
perpetrator is undisturbed. The more intelligent the suspect, the more intense the 
sadistic, violent fantasies are. They experience greater sexual arousal during the 
control and degradation of their victims. Making the victim defenseless is usually 
their mode of operation and strangulation is normally the method used. The 
offender usually leaves things behind in the form of bite marks, foreign objects 
left in the victims, recordings of the crime, photographing the victim, and the 
removal of body parts to keep as trophies. The decapitation occurs in this group 
in order to dehumanize the victims. The perpetrators that perform necrosadistic 
murders are usually from isolated and deprived backgrounds that have hostility 
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towards their parents. By manipulating their victims, they experience a sense of 
power and gratification (13). 
II. Approach 
Using the above mentioned flow charts and the information from case 
studies, an approach to investigating a crime scene where dismemberment has 
occurred was presented. For instance, if at a crime scene the deceased victim 
was decapitated, the head may or may not be found with the remaining torso. If 
the head is present with the torso, this would be categorized as aggressive 
mutilation. The perpetrator was most likely close to the victim or knew the victim 
well. The followin~ questions need to be answered in order to proceed: 1. Did the 
decapitation occur pre or post-mortem? 2. What tool was used? 3. Are there 
other marks on the body to indicate another weapon was used? The perpetrator 
did not have any intention on hiding the victim's identity. If the head was not 
found with the victim, this would be classified as defensive mutilation. The 
perpetrator is still likely to have a close relationship to the victim. An attempt to 
make it more difficult to identify the victim has occurred. The same questions 
listed above need to be answered. The same sequence of questions should 
occur when a crime scene presents a victim whose head and hands have been 
removed . In cases of defensive mutilation where the perpetrator most likely knew 
their victim, body parts are hidden to make identification more difficult. This is 
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due to the fact that the initial persons interviewed about a victim are the victim's 
close family and friends. 
With fragmented remains, the entire crime scene needs to be taken into 
account. Fragments can be the result of plane crashes, automobile crashes, or 
explosions. If large joints and a fragmented cranium are recovered, it is usually 
the result of a plane crash. In order to make this assumption, other evidence has 
to be present such as debris from a plane and most likely, fragments from other 
victims. This holds true for crime scenes involving an explosion. If fragmented 
remains are recovered in large pieces, an explosion most likely has occurred. 
The investigator needs to figure out if where the fragments are found was the 
sight of the explosion, or did the perpetrator move the fragments from the primary 
crime scene to this secondary scene. If it is the sight of the explosion, the earth 
or ground surrounding the victim's remains should be disturbed. Surrounding 
buildings or trees should also show signs of damage. If this is not present, the 
victim's remains have most likely been placed at the scene. 
Remains that have been exposed to fire need to be closely studied. If the 
entire body is burned but intact, this would most likely be the result of a house 
fire or a fire that started in a confined area. Fragmented remains that are charred 
and do not seem to be dismembered by a tool, but rather torn apart by force, are 
the result of an automobile, airplane crash, or explosion. Again, to determine 
which type of crash, the surrounding crime scene should contain supporting 
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evidence of either of the two. When examining charred remains from a crime 
scene where there are tool marks present, the perpetrator was trying to cover up 
their crime by burning the remains post dismemberment. 
The type of tool used for dismemberment is critical to determine. Are there 
certain tools that are common to the surrounding area, or do only a select few 
have access or a need for certain tools? A person familiar with butchering or 
anatomy will make cuts around or within joints, also called joint disarticulation. 
The orientation of the cuts will help establish the body positioning at the time of 
cutting. This can help determine if the area where the victim was found was also 
the location of the dismemberment. 
With all cases, any cut surfaces need to be preserved in order to study 
them further. Unlike suicides, murders involving firearms, bombs, and other 
deadly weapons, statistical information is not currently collected for crimes 
involving dismemberment. Data should be collected from every case involving 
dismemberment and entered into a database that would be maintained by the 
Federal Bureau of Investigation. Certain characteristics such as victim/suspect 
age, weapon used, disposal of the victim, the classification of dismemberment, 
the victim/suspect relationship and the cause of death can be trended and using 
the above approach, crimes involving dismemberment will be less complicated 
and investigations will be quicker and more productive. 
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